


           

 World renowned as one of the funniest and sexiest stars today, Sofia Vergara is an Emmy, Golden Globe 
and Screen Actors Guild (SAG) nominated actress. She can currently be seen as ‘Gloria Delgado-Pritchett’ 
in one of America’s #1 comedies “Modern Family,” which will began its eighth season on ABC last fall.  The 
show has been nominated for seven Emmy Awards in the “Outstanding Comedy Series” category and won in 
this category for five consecutive years. She won the 2017 People’s Choice Award for “Favorite TV Comedy 
Actress” for her work on the show.
 Vergara recently wrapped production on the comedy The Brits Are Coming. The film follows a couple 
that flees from England to Los Angeles and hatches a jewel theft plot in an effort to avoid paying a massive 
gambling debt to a notorious mobster.  The film is due out in 2017.  
 Vergara was last seen on the big screen in the buddy comedy, Hot Pursuit, for Warner Bros Studios.  In 
addition to starring in the comedy, Vergara served as producer of the film. Other recent film appearances 
include Fading Gigolo as well as co-starring in Chef and Wild Card.  Both Fading Gigolo and Chef posted one 
of the year’s best specialty box-office openings.
 Vergara got her break in Disney’s comedy Big Trouble and since then has starred in films such as Smurfs, 
Happy Feet 2, New Years Eve, Four Brothers and box office sensations Meet The Browns and Madea Goes To 
Jail. 
 On stage in 2009, Vergara earned rave reviews when she debuted in the Broadway production of           
“Chicago” as ‘Mama Morton.’
 In the Hispanic market, some of her past TV credits include “Fuera de Serie” as well as her special guest 
appearance on 2008’s highest rated Spanish language soap opera, “Fuego en la Sangre” on Univision (#1 
U.S. Hispanic network). Additionally, she executive produced the Spanish version of “Desperate Housewives.” 
The Hollywood Reporter and Billboard have also named her one of the most talented and powerful women 
in Hispanic entertainment. 
 Along with the recognition she has earned for her acting career, Vergara is also considered a                                
successful entrepreneur with an especially strong celebrity brand. Being able to successfully cross over from 
her original audience of Hispanic consumers and spread her influence across all demographics, is something 
Vergara does on a daily basis with her retail lines, which range from make-up to furniture to hair care and 
fragrance. Currently, Vergara serves as the Brand Ambassador for CoverGirl. This will mark her sixth year 
working with the brand. She is also the global ambassador for Head & Shoulders, the number one shampoo 
brand in the world. She is currently entering her third year with Rooms2Go designing a furniture collection. 
She has her fragrances ‘Sofia’ by Sofia Vergara, her second fragrance ‘Love’ launched globally last fall and 
her third fragrance ‘Tempting’ launched in September in 2016. She is also entering the second year of her 
partnership with houseware company SharkNinja. Last fall she launched their new coffee maker, the Ninja 
Coffee Bar and this fall she will help launch a newer version of The Coffee Bar. 
 In 1994, Vergara founded Latin World Entertainment with her business partner. Latin World Entertain-
ment has grown from a management agency for top Hispanic talent to a multi-service company offering a 
360 degree approach, and today is the premier Hispanic talent management and entertainment marketing 
firm in the United States. The company represents the biggest stars, opinion makers and trendsetters in the 
Spanish-speaking entertainment world and leverages that star power to take brands and products directly 
into the burgeoning Hispanic market. It is through Latin World Entertainment that she recently announced 
the launch of the digital media startup Raze, which will produce “Latin-centered” content spanning scripted 
and unscripted formats on multiple platforms.  
 In addition to her success as an actress and entrepreneur, Vergara is also committed to being active 
through various philanthropic endeavors. Vergara works closely with St Jude. Additionally, in 2001 Vergara 
created “Peace and Hope for the Children of Colombia,” a charity foundation that has helped thousands 
of children in her country. She has also donated a pediatric cancer pavilion in her native Barranquilla, and       
currently dedicates her time giving back to this charity in her home of Colombia. 
 Vergara currently resides in Los Angeles with her family.



LOLA  |  VALERIA  |  ODETTA  |  JOSEFINA



ALBA
52-17-135
Black
Rich zyl with coordinating 
marble back and jeweled 
embellishment at temple

ALISA
52-16-135
Brown
Striated, pearlized zyl with 
textured temple detail

ALISA Black

ALBA Navy

ALISA Navy & Purple



CAMILA Blue

ANNABELLE Brown

ANNABELLE
52-16-135
Grey
Animal fade temple with
coordinating trim and
jeweled embellishment

CAMILA
54-18-140
Brown
Matte metal front with 
marble zyl temple



CAROLINA Brown

CATALINA Navy

CATALINA 
53-17-140
Teal
Rich zyl with rivet detailing

CAROLINA
50-16-135
Navy
Rich zyl front with all metal 
temple

NEW



JOSEFINA Lavender

Enrica Navy

ENRICA
53-17-140
Purple
Matte metal front with metal 
detailed temple and zyl 
temple tips

JOSEFINA
52-16-135 
Black
Matte metal front with tex-
tured metal temple and zyl 
tips

NEW

NEW



JULIETA Purple

JULIANA Brown

JULIANA
52-15-135
Purple
Layered rich zyl with 
marbleized edge

JULIETA
52-16-140
Black
Glitter animal print temple 
with stone embellishment



LOLA Burgundy

LUCIANA Black

LOLA
54-16-145
Black
Rich zyl front with all metal 
temple

LUCIANA
53-18-140
Lavender
Semi-rimless frame with 
color gradation and animal 
print temple tips. Spring 
hinges.

NEW



MARISOL Black

MANUELA Black

MANUELA
52-16-135
Burgundy
Matte metal front with 
marbleized zyl temples

MARISOL
53-15-140
Lavender
Rich zyl layered over tribal 
animal zyl



ROSALIE Black

ODETTA Brown ODETTA Lavender

ODETTA
52-17-140
Teal
Rich zyl with beaded jewelry 
detailing and mosaic zyl 
temple

ROSALIE
54-16-140
Burgundy
Rich zyl front with metal 
pyramid pattern temple and 
zyl temple tips

NEW
COLOR



STEFANI Brown

ROXXANA Blue

ROXXANA
53-17-135
Teal
Matte metal front with laser 
engraved animal pattern 
temple treatment

STEFANI
49-16-135
Purple
Flat metal front with col-
or-blocked temple



VALERIA Lavender

VALERIA
53-16-135 
Red
Full rim frame with metal 
accents accents on frames. 
Spring hinges.

WINNIE
51-16-135
Black
Graphic animal print temple 
with solid, rich zyl front



COUNTER CARD
5.5”W x 8.5”W
S3117-15695

POSTER
16”W x 20”W
S3117-16003



MADRA
52-17-135
RED
Full frame rich zyl with color 
gradation

FALL 2017

LORDA BRY

LORDA
54-17-140 
BLU
Rich zyl with jewelry detail

MADRA BLK
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